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UVLBI Memo #032

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

HAYSTACK OBSERVATORY

Westford, Massachusetts 01886

5 September 2012

Telephone: 781-981-5400
Fax: 781-981-0590

To: UVLBI and Geodesy Groups
From: G. B. Crew
Subject: RDBE-S 16 Gbps Demo Results

Overview

This memo presents results of the recent 16 Gbps demonstration campaign. This effort
began with efforts to build a burst-mode recorder system and a wide-channel digital back
end; and with the introduction of the Mark6 recorder system has reached a recording
milestone of 4 GHz of recorded data using the broadband GGAO/Westford stations. Many
of the developmental details, tests and results are described elsewhere (see, for example
memos 25, 26 and 27 in the UVLBI memo series); so we will only summarize some of that
here to provide context for the observations and results described here.

This work was initiated in the summer of 2010 with an intent to quickly develop digital
backend firmware and recording capability to be deployed in several months for an 8 Gbps
test. In the event, the basic capability (i.e. a version of the firmware, and a burst mode
recorder) was created and zero-baseline tested in the laboratory in early 2011. Field deploy-
ment further required additional RDBE units, a usable broadband system, and experiment
time at two radio telescopes; and neither was readily available. In the interim, the burst
mode recorder system was abandoned in favor of a continuous recording capability; and
current hardware is sufficiently capable to support a doubling of the bit rate to 16 Gbps
(necessitating additional digital backends to feed the beast). Prototype Mark6 hardware
and software were developed later in that year and was deployed in October of 2011 as a
tag-along on an R1 geodesy observation. This provided a demonstation of the capability
with 8-fold recording of one X-band IF on several sources. Finally, in May of 2012 we were
able to use the GGAO and Westford broadband systems to complete observations on an
agregate 4 GHz of bandwith, and the campaign was concluded in June of 2012.

We begin with a description of the equipment, see [system], page 1 and continue with the
observations, see [observations], page 9. There are a few issues with correlation and fringe
fitting, see [correlation], page 10. before continuing with a presentation of the results, see
[results], page 12 Finally, we acknowledge the efforts of a great many people which made
this possible in a final section.
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System Description

The broadband systems used were deployed at Westford (18m) and GGAO (12m) as part
of the geodetic VLBI2010 development effort. In these systems, the front-end receiver is
fed by a feed providing linearly polarized (H and V) signals. The signals (2-14 GHz) from
the two polarizations are then transmitted via fiber to the control room where the backend
electronics and recording systems are located. The signal paths are shown in Figure 1
together with all of the various labelling applied throughout the analysis.
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Figure 1: The signal paths through the equipment in the control room at both stations
are shown, together with labelling used in the analysis.

The two "Orca" boxes (one for each polarization) pass the received broadband signal
into four-way splitters so that each polarization pair may be passed to four two-channel
up/down converters (UDCs) (labelled A,B,C and D in Figure 1). These UDCs contain
a local oscillator, amplifiers, attenuators and filters so that four 512 MHz IF bands of
appropriate amplitudes may be passed to the digital backends. The LO of each UDC is
tuned through a Luff frequency f_Luff setting which converts input sky frequencies (f_in)
to output frequencies via

f_out = 2250 - 4 f_Luff + f_in

which will be sampled in Nyquist zone 2 (512-1024 MHz):
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udc f_Luff f_LO Ny2 band

-----------------------------

UDC-A 7773 8592 9104-9616

UDC-B 7645 8080 8592-9104

UDC-C 7517 7568 8080-8592

UDC-D 7389 7056 7568-8080

where all frequencies are in MHz. Operationally, the UDCs are programmed through an RS-
232 connection from a Mark5 (not actually otherwise used in these experiments). Typically,
the attenuators are set once to provide appropriate signal strengths.

The digital backends are ROACH-based DBEs which are derived from the VLBI2010
RDBE, and given a separate designator, RDBE-S, since they differ in four significant ways:

• There is no automatic level control (ALC). This is not an issue since the UDCs have
adjustable output levels.

• There are two ADC cards capable of sampling 4 IF streams per RDBE-S

• There is no internal filtering, the entire 512 MHz IF is sampled and packetized as a
single channel.

• The output is produced in VLBI Data Interchange Format (VDIF), rather than Mark5B
(emulation) packets.

Again, we will not dwell on the details here, as they have been described in previous
memos. However, we will note that there is significant cross-talk between the two channels
within each iADC cards, so the signals from each polarization pair were routed to separate
cards so that polarization measurements could be made. The signals of each iADC card
are routed to separate CX4 10 GbE connections (the dotted lines in Figure 1) so that the
digital signals of each polarization pair ends up on a single CX4 cable. In VDIF parlance,
each IF was labelled as a separate "thread" (0 through 7 from the two RDBE-S units); and
each thread on the UDP packet output on these four cables was given a unique address:port
assignment (ports 4201 through 4208):

IP 192.168.5.101.65535 > 192.168.5.102.4201: UDP, length 8224

IP 192.168.5.101.65535 > 192.168.5.102.4203: UDP, length 8224

IP 192.168.5.109.65535 > 192.168.5.110.4202: UDP, length 8224

IP 192.168.5.109.65535 > 192.168.5.110.4204: UDP, length 8224

IP 192.168.5.101.65535 > 192.168.5.118.4205: UDP, length 8224

IP 192.168.5.101.65535 > 192.168.5.118.4207: UDP, length 8224

IP 192.168.5.109.65535 > 192.168.5.126.4206: UDP, length 8224

IP 192.168.5.109.65535 > 192.168.5.126.4208: UDP, length 8224

The RDBE-S firmware uses the same quantization scheme as its VLBI2010 parent, viz, a
histogram of the raw 8-bit data should be approximately Gaussian, and a digital threshold
is determined to partition it into 4 (2-bit) states such that the middle pair of states (sur-
rounding the zero point) should comprise about 68% of the output. Because of the lack of
the polyphase filtering which ensures that there is no DC signal, a slight modification was
made to remove any residual DC bias that might have been introduced by the ADC. The
RDBE-S has a "raw" capture mode which provides this histogram as a diagnostic. These
are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. These examples are from the June 19th observations.
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Figure 2: Raw ADC data from the two RDBE-S units (RDBE-S001 and RDBE-S002)
at Westford for its 4 IFs.
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Figure 3: Raw ADC data from the two RDBE-S units (RDBE-S003 and RDBE-S004)
at GGAO for its 4 IFs.
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The Python graphic which produced the plots has a nasty artifact in that (depending on
the histogram data) it either does or doesn’t introduce return-to-zero lines from the actual
data points, which is why some of the histograms are filled in, and some are not.

Once initialized (network/thread configuration) the RDBE-S can be commanded to
quantize the data stream at any time. Typically this is done on a per-scan basis. An
external script is at present used to select the proper thresholds between the 4 states (--,
-, + and ++); but this could be added to the firmware. The script provides output such as
follows (at the start of the Jun 19th observations):

rdbe-S001 KkLlMmNn-

-----IF0-%----- | -----IF1-%----- | -----IF2-%----- | -----IF3-%----- |

0-- 0- 0+ 0++ | 1-- 1- 1+ 1++ | 2-- 2- 2+ 2++ | 3-- 3- 3+ 3++ |

16 32 36 14 | 15 35 34 14 | 16 32 34 16 | 16 33 33 16 |

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

IF0 mean 0.24 std 21.22

IF1 mean -0.38 std 20.23

IF2 mean -0.10 std 20.44

IF3 mean -0.51 std 21.24

rdbe-S002 OoPpQqRr+

-----IF0-%----- | -----IF1-%----- | -----IF2-%----- | -----IF3-%----- |

0-- 0- 0+ 0++ | 1-- 1- 1+ 1++ | 2-- 2- 2+ 2++ | 3-- 3- 3+ 3++ |

16 33 34 16 | 15 34 33 16 | 15 34 34 15 | 16 33 34 15 |

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

IF0 mean -0.84 std 21.36

IF1 mean -0.83 std 20.52

IF2 mean -0.73 std 21.15

IF3 mean -0.53 std 21.07

rdbe-S003 SsTtUuVv+

-----IF0-%----- | -----IF1-%----- | -----IF2-%----- | -----IF3-%----- |

0-- 0- 0+ 0++ | 1-- 1- 1+ 1++ | 2-- 2- 2+ 2++ | 3-- 3- 3+ 3++ |

16 35 31 16 | 16 36 31 15 | 15 34 34 15 | 15 34 35 14 |

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

IF0 mean -1.15 std 21.26

IF1 mean -1.66 std 19.48

IF2 mean -0.31 std 19.05

IF3 mean -0.65 std 20.28

rdbe-S004 WwXxYyZz-

-----IF0-%----- | -----IF1-%----- | -----IF2-%----- | -----IF3-%----- |

0-- 0- 0+ 0++ | 1-- 1- 1+ 1++ | 2-- 2- 2+ 2++ | 3-- 3- 3+ 3++ |

16 33 32 17 | 16 33 33 16 | 16 33 33 15 | 15 34 34 16 |

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

IF0 mean -0.93 std 18.98

IF1 mean -0.28 std 19.43

IF2 mean -0.31 std 19.15

IF3 mean -0.77 std 20.43

For each IF on each RDBE-S, a 2-letter station designator is used (Kk through Rr at
Westford, and Ss through Zz at GGAO) as an identifier which was useful during devel-
opment. The station labels for fourfit are derived from these by dropping the second
letter. These letter assignments are also shown in Figure 1 immediately above or below the
RDBE-S boxes.

The 4 numbers within the boxes of the script output are the relative population of the
4 states. (I.e. a third of the signal in each of the two low states, and the remaining third
split between the two high states.) The actual mean and standard deviation of the raw
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Gaussian is also shown. Typically these values fluctuate as they are drawn from a small
sample (32768 samples).

The UDC attenuators were tuned to provide a standard deviation of approximately 20
units for these Gaussians. Ideally, 32 units would provide the maximum sensitivity, but
this was not attainable on all channels, so a uniform choice of 20 was made instead. So,
with Nyquist frequency, 2-bit sampling (1024 MHz) on eight 512 MHz IFs, we have 2 Gbps
for each IF, 4 Gbps per CX4 cable, for a total of 16 Gbps into the two recorders. Note
that in principal 2 of the 4 Gbps packet streams could be combined onto a signal 10 GbE
cable. This was not done as it would have required additional development of the RDBE-S
firmware. (I.e. it was simpler to use an additional CX4 output for the extra iADC in the
RDBE-S than to add the additional logic to buffer and combine the two packet streams.)

In these experiments, prototype Mark6 recorders (shown in Figure 4) were used. In this
configuration, each Mark6 had two dual-ported network interface cards.

Figure 4: The Mark6 prototype hardware used at Westford. The host computer and 2
disk packs are in the upper 4U module; the 2 additional disk packs are supported by the
lower 4U module. A 1U separator provides a cable paths to the host RAID cards.

These cards are designed to support an agregate 10 Gbps packet flow, and present two
software ethernet devices to the Linux kernel (i.e. eth2 and eth3 from one card, and eth4
and eth5 from the other card). Symmetrically, a pair of hardware RAID cards were used.
Each of these has "slots" to support 16 disks RAID0-ed in groups of 8 to form four multi
TB ext4 filesystems (i.e. disk0, disk1, disk2 and disk3). The disks were packaged in
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these same groups of 8 and connected to the raid cards via external SAS cables which group
the signals of four disks into one cable. (I.e. a total of 8 cables per Mark6 recorder.)

The point of this arrangement is that the RAID0 of 8 disks provides approximately 8
times the write speed of a single disk, and that the RAIDing is performed in the hardware
means that the kernel is relieved of the required RAID computations. During every scan,
system performance was monitored; after every scan diagnostic plots were produced. Sam-
ples are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 which show the network packet performance and
disk write performance, respectively. At 16 Gbps, about 2 GB of data enters the system
every second. The machines at Westford and GGAO had 12 and 6 GB of system memory,
respectively, so during the first few seconds data can be captured and buffered to memory.
After that, a steady-state flow of data to disk is required. The first plot shows a more
steady rate, as the packet buffers are smaller and thus must be emptied more regularly; the
file buffers are larger and therefore the instantaneous write rate fluctuates more. In both
cases, the average rates are in excess of 4 Gbps per network/disk device.

The actual rate is in excess of 4 Gbps, because while each packet holds 8192 B of
data, there are in addition VDIF and network header data also being captured. Thus the
agregate rate per thread-pair is greater than 4 Gbps. In this developmental setup, the entire
network packets were captured and conversion to VDIF-packet-only files was carried out
as a secondary step. In the Mark6 product that will eventually be deployed, the files will
contain only VDIF packets.
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Figure 5: A plot of the instantaneous network packet processing rate for a 2-minute
recording.
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Figure 6: A plot of the instantaneous file write rate for a 2-minute recording.

Observations

Observations with the complete system were carried out on 3 separate days: May 17 and
May 18 (days 138 and 139) of 2012, and June 19 (day 171) of 2012. The observational
plan was to visit several sources of varying strengths for scans long enough to achieve
significant SNR. One of the brighter sources (3C84 or 0316+413) was selected as it was
used on previous days for other broadband observations. A weaker, but still bright source
(0552+398) was selected because it had been used in the X-band observations of the previous
year. Additional sources were selected to be nearby and so that the full set spans 2 orders of
magnitude in intensity. A final consideration was to have relatively small parallactic angles
at the time of observation (to simplify the eventual polarization analysis).

These primary targets were:

Source R.A. (hours) Decl. (deg) 400km El (Wf) PA PAdif

0316+308 +3.323336456 +31.029012897 X 0.09 58.8 -57.9 7.2

0550+356 +5.902647028 +35.692055733 X 0.18 33.1 -58.2 2.2

0554+580 +5.987053952 +58.067624161 X 0.29 41.7 -73.4 -0.5

0059+581 +1.046045106 +58.403093503 X 1.75 74.1 -173.3 -10.5

0552+398 +5.925223781 +39.813656939 C 6.96 35.0 -60.5 1.8

0316+413 +3.330044469 +41.511695578 C 25.41 62.9 -75.2 5.2

The 4th and 5th columns above indicate the source strength in Jy for a 400 km baseline from
the VLBA calibrator list. The elevation at Wf is given in the 6th column, the parallactic
angle in the 7th, and the difference in the 8th. The PA calculations are for 1400 UT, and
0316+413 (last row) is more commonly known as 3C84. For future reference, the backup
targets were:

ggwf16/memo-032-meat.texi 5 September 2012
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Source R.A. (hours) Decl. (deg) 400km El (Wf) PA PAdif

0058+498 +1.021388205 +50.079163753 X 0.12 82.4 -168.1 -15.3

0057+334 +1.010636310 +33.751700467 X 0.14 81.0 -9.3 35.5

0318+438 +3.360241213 +43.989578272 X 0.17 63.1 -79.8 4.4

0554+343 +5.966691281 +34.313441028 X 0.20 31.7 -57.2 2.2

0057+678 +1.014350998 +68.139037531 X 0.38 64.4 -176.5 -7.7

0554+242 +5.951309328 +24.232027406 X 0.74 26.1 -52.7 3.0

In all cases, time with the system was for a variety of reasons limited, so it was not
possible to obtain a full sequence of scans on a variety of sources with the complete system
as originally planned. We did manage to obtain a variety of results that collectively serve
the basic demonstation purpose of the campaign, so we here accept the deficiencies as part
of life and move on to the analysis.

On the first two days of observation, May 17 and May 18 (days 138 and 139), there were
issues with one of the up/down converters at GGAO, with the result that one band (both
polarizations) was not operated with a sensitivity comparable to its peers. The problem was
ultimately traced to bad (lossy) cables. A correlation on the affected band was (surprisingly)
possible, but interpretation of the results was problematic, so for those two days, we will
omit that band and work with the remaining 3 GHz. On the first day, the requantization
with each scan was not part of the initial plan; and unfortunately the RDBE-S units were
initialized with no signal present, so while the data was recorded as 2-bit samples, the digital
backend was effectively making 1-bit samples. The impact of this is calculable (Van Vleck
factors of 0.68 and 0.88 respectively), so we do include results from both days.

On the final day, June 19 (day 171), the observing plan was cut short by an emergency
need to put Westford back into S-X geodesy service; so complete, no-issue observations were
only carried out on the first source of the day, 3C84.

Amusingly, name confusion (0316+413 v 0316+308) caused 3C84 (0316+413) to not be
observed at one station on May 18. (Note to self: choose the names of pointing procedures
with care to avoid ambiguity.) A further operational consideration was that it was easy
to bring scans captured at Westford to Haystack for correlation, but we did not have the
bandwidth to pull all of the valid GGAO scans up to Haystack. Unfortunately, this meant
that we were not able to recover all the data at Haystack before it was necessary to rebuild
some of the RAID systems due corruption resulting from power and cabling ssues at each
of the sites. So, to summarize: no one source was observed on all 3 days, and not all of the
scans captured were fully analyzed. Nevertheless in [results], page 12 we show promising
results from what we have.

In the following table, we summarize the scans that were successfully recorded with
durations in seconds.

Source May17 May18 Jun19

3C84 10,10,30 none 5,5,10

0552+398 10,30,30,60 10,30,30,30,30,30,30 none

0059+581 10,30,30,60 10,10,20,20,40 none

0554+580 30,30,60 10,30,40 none

0316+308 60,60,60 60,60,60,60 none

0550+356 60 10,30,30,60,60,60 none
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Correlation and Fourfitting

The data was correlated with DiFX using files of the VDIF packets stored on RAIDS
available to four of the correlation nodes. One of the challenges of this process is that
DiFX is meant to be driven by a VEX (VLBI EXperiment) file, but the current version of
VEX (1.5) is inadequate to fully describe the experiment. Furthermore, the separation of the
different threads into separate files is not currently handled by DiFX. Note that the different
bands are independent, so there is no pressing reason to correlate them simulataneously.
(That’s a plus, since it’s not currently practical to do this anyway.) A side effect of this is
that the Mark4 format data files need to be combined as a post-processing step in order
to present the complete observation to fourfit. And finally, the program that does this
merger (fourmer) cannot relable the different "stations" that are needed to set up the
intermediate processing steps in order to allow proper analysis of the polarization data.

A final problem is that while both stations have phase cal data (and both systems
appeared to be working); the phase cal data reported by DiFX does not appear to be useful
within fourfit. Brief investigation of the problem does not make it clear whether the
problem is with fourfit or DiFX. In fairness to DiFX, this processing procedure is unusual
insofar as each "station" receives only one polarization (i.e. either H or V) but both are
active in the experment. Also, the bands are rather wider than normal (512 MHz compared
with the more usual 32 MHz) so phase cal tones at 5 MHz produce a bit more information
than the system is currently equipped to handle. These problems can all be investigated
and ultimately solved; but here we have taken the prudent shortcut of using manual phases
(on the brightest sources, and for the weaker sources, those from a "recent" bright one).

So: the procedure carried out was as follows:

1. a script gang_of_four.sh was invoked for each scan to carry out 4 correlations, one
per IF band:

2. locate the data files and gather the information necessary to set up the correlation
(using a script driv3_m6v.sh),

3. construct vex and v2c files suitable for invoking vex2difx which prepares the correla-
tion and write a script to run the correlation,

4. construct post processing scripts (to run difx2mark4 and fourfit to immediately
characterize the results,

5. actually run the correlation and post-processing scripts (these steps accomplished with
a script comb3_m6v.sh),

6. once all 4 bands have been correlated run a script (gang_fourmer.sh) that assembles
the 4 correlation results into the equivalent of the all-four-at-once correlation,

7. construct manual phase cals suitable for use with fourfit,

8. and finally fourfit the final data.

The final set of labels from Figure 1 shows the stations names and fourfit labels used
through these steps. Some of the tools are not yet happy with the use of X/Y or H/V for
polarization labels, so we used X/H/L or Y/V/R interchangable. The "stations" Aw and
Bw refer to two halves of the Westford system; fourfit refers to these stations as A and
B. The "stations" Cg and Dg refer to two halves of the GGAO system; fourfit refers to
these stations as C and D. Thus thread 0 (port 4201) at Westford carries Aw, Band A, L
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(which is really H) polarization (upper right-hand corner of the figure). The complete H
polarization at Westford is carried by the 4 threads(ports) 0,1,4,5(4201,4202,4205,4206) for
bands A,B,C and D.

The correlated data and some fourfit results are archived for future reference in the
Haystack correlation library as experiment 3407.

Results

In the following table, we list all the targets and scans successfully recorded and recovered at
Haystack. For each we present 3 representative amplitude correlation values. The columns
marked b:c are the effectve number of bits and the number of channels. The column marked
dur is the duration in seconds of the multi-channel fits. The operational software used to
capture the scans was not overly concerned with starting/stopping/capturing data on the
requested boundaries. As a result the correlated scan duration are somewhat less than the
requested scan durations resulted, since the correlation is carried out on the overlap of the
data streams. The parenthesized number is the actual correlated duration for the multiband
scans. The correlation intervals were requested to be 0.4s (and therefore the deficit is some
multiple of this amount).

The single channel value is for the lowest frequency band (fourfit channel a H pol (DC
edge at sky frequency 8080 MHz, UDC-D, typically the strongest signal of the four bands),
and the multi-band values are for 3 channels on the May scans, and 4 bands on the June
scans for the two aligned polarizations (HH and VV). The SNRs (as calculated by fourfit)
are in parentheses.

Manual phase cals fourfit control files were constructed for scans 138-1438 (on
0059+581, May 17th), 139-1256 (on 0552+398, May 18th), and for scans 171-1917,
171-1919, and 171-1927 (on 3C84, used on each scan, June 19th). In the first session, we
have the following results:

Source Scan b:c dur(act) HH-a(SNR) HH amp(SNR) VV amp(SNR)

-------- -------- --- --------- ------------- -------------- -------------

3C84 138-1357 1:3 10( 9.60) 44.232(368.0) 39.520(573.1) 37.661(547.5)

3C84 138-1400 1:3 30(28.80) 43.814(641.8) 40.784(1035.3) 38.973(989.0)

3C84 138-1407 1:3 10( 9.60) 43.310(361.1) 39.953(577.6) 38.411(556.6)

0552+398 138-1411 1:3 10( 9.60) 8.992( 84.6) 8.334(112.3) 8.013(117.6)

0552+398 138-1414 1:3 30(28.80) 9.853(142.0) 7.712(193.6) 7.454(187.8)

0552+398 138-1420 1:3 30(29.10) 10.017(147.9) 8.344(211.5) 8.041(203.8)

0059+581 138-1438 1:3 10( 9.60) 8.638( 73.2) 7.700(113.0) 7.297(107.1)

0059+581 138-1442 1:3 30(28.80) 8.927(131.0) 7.705(195.8) 7.279(185.0)

0059+581 138-1448 1:3 30(28.80) 8.929(130.1) 7.936(200.5) 7.427(187.6)

0554+580 138-1506 1:3 30(28.80) 0.836( 12.1) 0.657( 16.7) 0.618( 15.7)

0554+580 138-1511 1:3 30(28.80) 0.731( 10.6) 0.677( 17.1) 0.641( 16.0)

0554+580 138-1517 1:3 60(59.04) 0.833( 17.4) 0.662( 23.9) 0.593( 21.5)

0316+308 138-1525 1:3 60(59.04) 0.215( 4.5) 0.149( 5.4) 0.165( 6.0)

0316+308 138-1534 1:3 60(58.72) 0.199( 4.2) 0.166( 6.0) 0.205( 7.4)

0316+308 138-1537 1:3 60(59.04) 0.172( 6.2) 0.172( 6.2) 0.165( 6.0)

0550+356 138-1541 1:3 60(59.04) 0.370( 7.7) 0.336( 12.0) 0.267( 9.5)

-------- -------- --- --------- ------------- -------------- -------------

Since this is 1-bit data, there is some loss of sensitivity relative to the normal 2-bit data.
However, this is the only data set (at present) with multiple scans on multiple sources,
so it is adequate for making some general observations about the data. For example, the
HH amplitude is in all cases stronger than the VV amplitude. Likewise, the single-channel
HH result has a slightly higher correlation amplitude than the corresponding 3-channel HH
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result. Among scans on the same source, the longer ones have comparable amplitudes, but
higher SNRs that scale roughly with time as expected. Unfortunately, from the May 18th
session with 2-bit data, only 4 scans on 4 sources were eventually recovered to Haystack
and available for correlation.

Source Scan b:c dur(act) HH-a(SNR) HH amp(SNR) VV amp(SNR)

-------- -------- --- --------- ------------- -------------- -------------

0552+398 139-1256 2:3 10(10.08) 11.732(101.9) 9.576(144.0) 9.238(138.9)

0554+580 139-1353 2:3 30(28.80) 1.007( 14.5) 0.875( 21.9) 0.807( 20.3)

0550+356 139-1422 2:3 60(59.04) 0.507( 10.5) 0.397( 14.4) 0.393( 14.3)

0316+308 139-1439 2:3 60(59.04) 0.223( 4.6) 0.194( 7.0) 0.231( 8.4)

-------- -------- --- --------- ------------- -------------- -------------

Finally, the session on June 19th was prematurely terminated after only a few scans on 3C84.
(The Westford station was needed to replace a failed station in normal S-X operations.)
These were, however, full 4 GHz (2 polarizations, 4 channel, 512 MHz/channel) scans:

Source Scan b:c dur(act) HH-a(SNR) HH amp(SNR) VV amp(SNR)

-------- -------- --- --------- ------------- -------------- -------------

3C84 171-1917 2:4 5( 4.32) 60.571(342.9) 55.739(633.4) 51.596(586.3)

3C84 171-1919 2:4 5( 4.32) 60.624(343.3) 55.748(633.5) 51.393(584.1)

3C84 171-1927 2:4 10( 9.72) 60.158(520.1) 55.201(940.9) 50.673(863.7)

-------- -------- --- --------- ------------- -------------- -------------

For comparison, the amplitude and SNR results from the 1-bit May 17th can be trivially
scaled by the 2-bit/1-bit factor, viz, 0.88/0.64 = 1.375, and by the ratio of the actual
duration to that obtained below. Doing so, we obtain the following table:

Source Scan b:c dur(act) HH-a(SNR) HH amp(SNR) VV amp(SNR)

-------- -------- --- --------- ------------- -------------- -------------

3C84 138-1357 *2:3 10( 4.32) 60.819(339.4) 54.340(528.6) 51.784(505.0)

3C84 138-1400 *2:3 30( 4.32) 60.244(341.8) 56.078(551.3) 53.588(526.7)

3C84 138-1407 *2:3 10( 4.32) 59.551(333.1) 54.935(532.8) 52.815(513.4)

0552+398 138-1411 *2:3 10(10.08) 12.364(119.2) 11.459(158.2) 11.018(165.7)

0552+398 138-1414 *2:3 30(10.08) 13.548(115.5) 10.604(157.5) 10.249(152.8)

0552+398 138-1420 *2:3 30(10.08) 13.773(119.7) 11.473(171.2) 11.056(164.9)

0059+581 138-1438 *2:3 10(28.80) 11.877(174.3) 10.588(269.1) 10.033(255.1)

0059+581 138-1442 *2:3 30(28.80) 12.275(180.1) 10.594(269.2) 10.009(254.4)

0059+581 138-1448 *2:3 30(28.80) 12.277(178.9) 10.912(275.7) 10.212(257.9)

0554+580 138-1506 *2:3 30(28.80) 1.149( 16.6) 0.903( 23.0) 0.850( 21.6)

0554+580 138-1511 *2:3 30(28.80) 1.005( 14.6) 0.931( 23.5) 0.881( 22.0)

0554+580 138-1517 *2:3 60(28.80) 1.145( 16.7) 0.910( 23.0) 0.815( 20.6)

0316+308 138-1525 *2:3 60(59.04) 0.296( 6.2) 0.205( 7.4) 0.227( 8.2)

0316+308 138-1534 *2:3 60(59.04) 0.274( 5.8) 0.228( 8.3) 0.282( 10.2)

0316+308 138-1537 *2:3 60(59.04) 0.236( 8.5) 0.236( 8.5) 0.227( 8.2)

0550+356 138-1541 *2:3 60(59.04) 0.509( 10.6) 0.462( 16.5) 0.367( 13.1)

-------- -------- --- --------- ------------- -------------- -------------

For the 3C84 scans, these scaled SNRs are not as large since there are only 3 (rather than
4 bands) contributing to the result (by a factor of sqrt(3/4) = 0.866). The amplitudes
are also less consistent for 3C84 as well as all the other sources as expected (lower SNR
1-bit data compared with higher SNR 2-bit data). The scaled 1-bit data has slightly higher
amplitudes than the unscaled 2-bit data (at the 10% level, perhaps). It is not immediately
clear why this is the case. Fourfit fringe plots for the 171-1927 scan are shown in Figures
Figure 7 and Figure 8. For comparsion, HH fringe plots from each of the May 18th targets
are also shown.
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Mk4/DiFX fourfit 3.8 rev 772 3C84.wixdke, 171-1927, AC�
S002_Aw - S004_Cg, fgroup X, pol LL
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RMS Theor. Amplitude 55.201 +/- 0.059 Pcal mode: MANUAL,  MANUAL Pcal period (AP’s) 9999,  9999
ph/seg (deg) 1.3 0.3 Search (64X16) 54.684 Pcal rate: 0.000E+00,  0.000E+00  (us/s) sb window (us)   -0.500    0.500
amp/seg (%) 0.5 0.5 Interp. 55.037 Bits/sample: 2 SampCntNorm: disabled mb window (us)   -0.001    0.001
ph/frq (deg) 0.0 0.1 Inc. seg. avg. 55.216 Sample rate(MSamp/s): 1024 dr window (ns/s)   -0.010    0.010
amp/frq (%) 6.6 0.2 Inc. frq. avg. 55.201 Data rate(Mb/s): 8192 nlags: 1024 t_cohere infinite ion window (TEC)    0.00     0.00

A: az 297.7  el 34.1  pa 60.6 C: az 297.8  el 36.0  pa 66.7 u,v (fr/asec) -19.597  77.454 iterative interpolator

Control file: hack-171-1927    Input file: /data-sc01/gbc/demo-paper/fy/3407/171-1927/AC..wixdke    Output file: /data-sc01/gbc/demo-paper/fy/3407/171-1927/AC.X.1.wixdke

Figure 7: This is the fourfit fringe plot for the HH polarization of one of the the 4
GHz scans (171-1927) on 3C84. It is a 25.4 Jy source (C Band).
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Mk4/DiFX fourfit 3.8 rev 772 3C84.wixdke, 171-1927, BD�
S002_Bw - S004_Dg, fgroup X, pol RR
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RMS Theor. Amplitude 50.673 +/- 0.059 Pcal mode: MANUAL,  MANUAL Pcal period (AP’s) 9999,  9999
ph/seg (deg) 1.4 0.3 Search (64X16) 50.205 Pcal rate: 0.000E+00,  0.000E+00  (us/s) sb window (us)   -0.500    0.500
amp/seg (%) 0.7 0.5 Interp. 50.523 Bits/sample: 2 SampCntNorm: disabled mb window (us)   -0.001    0.001
ph/frq (deg) 0.0 0.1 Inc. seg. avg. 50.686 Sample rate(MSamp/s): 1024 dr window (ns/s)   -0.010    0.010
amp/frq (%) 10.4 0.2 Inc. frq. avg. 50.673 Data rate(Mb/s): 8192 nlags: 1024 t_cohere infinite ion window (TEC)    0.00     0.00

B: az 297.7  el 34.1  pa 60.6 D: az 297.8  el 36.0  pa 66.7 u,v (fr/asec) -19.597  77.454 iterative interpolator

Control file: hack-171-1927    Input file: /data-sc01/gbc/demo-paper/fy/3407/171-1927/BD..wixdke    Output file: /data-sc01/gbc/demo-paper/fy/3407/171-1927/BD.X.2.wixdke

Figure 8: This is the fourfit fringe plot for the VV polarization of one of the the 4
GHz scans (171-1927) on 3C84. It is a 25.4 Jy source (C Band).
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Mk4/DiFX fourfit 3.8 rev 777 0552+398.wjlusj, 139-1256, AC�
S002_Aw - S004_Cg, fgroup X, pol LL
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ph/seg (deg) 1.9 1.8 Search (64X16) 9.135 Pcal rate: 0.000E+00,  0.000E+00  (us/s) sb window (us)   -0.500    0.500
amp/seg (%) 1.8 3.1 Interp. 9.135 Bits/sample: 2 SampCntNorm: disabled mb window (us)   -0.001    0.001
ph/frq (deg) 0.0 0.6 Inc. seg. avg. 9.576 Sample rate(MSamp/s): 1024 dr window (ns/s)   -0.010    0.010
amp/frq (%) 16.5 1.0 Inc. frq. avg. 9.575 Data rate(Mb/s): 6144 nlags: 1024 t_cohere infinite ion window (TEC)    0.00     0.00

A: az 58.5  el 25.7  pa -54.8 C: az 54.7  el 20.4  pa -55.7 u,v (fr/asec) 33.270  -8.767 iterative interpolator

Control file: hack-139-1256    Input file: /data-sc01/gbc/demo-paper/fy/3407/139-1256/AC..wjlusj    Output file: /data-sc01/gbc/demo-paper/fy/3407/139-1256/AC.X.1.wjlusj

Figure 9: This is the fourfit fringe plot for the HH polarization of the May 18th
observation of 0552+398. It is a 6.96 Jy source (C Band).
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Mk4/DiFX fourfit 3.8 rev 777 0554+580.wjlvpw, 139-1353, AC�
S002_Aw - S004_Cg, fgroup X, pol LL
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Fringe quality

SNR
Int time
Amp
Phase
PFD
Delays (us)
SBD
MBD
Fringe rate (Hz)

Ion TEC 
Ref freq (MHz)

AP (sec)

Exp.
Exper #
Yr:day
Start
Stop
FRT
Corr/FF/build

RA & Dec (J2000)

Amp. and Phase vs. time for each freq., 60 segs, 1 APs / seg (0.48 sec / seg.), time ticks 1 sec

U
Validity

L

A C

8080.00 Freq (MHz)
-35.6 Phase
1.0 Ampl.
1008.5 Sbd box
0/60 APs usedU/L
-10000 PC freqsA
-10000 PC freqsC
0:0 PC phaseA:C
-124:0 Manl PCA:C

PC ampA 1000
1000C
XAA00L Chan idsA

XAA00L Chan idsC

9104.00
-55.8
0.9
1008.7
0/60
-4000
-4000
0:0
35:0
1000
1000
XBA00L

Tracks
XBA00L

Tracks

9616.00
-27.7
0.8
1008.6
0/60
-6000
-6000
0:0
-167:0
1000
1000
XBB00L

XBB00L

All
-40.3

0.9
1008.5

Group delay (usec)
Sband delay (usec)
Phase delay (usec)
Delay rate (us/s)
Total phase (deg)

1.52044088910E+03
1.52043305829E+03
1.52044108029E+03
-4.36669865887E-02

274.3

Apriori delay (usec)
Apriori clock (usec)
Apriori clockrate (us/s)
Apriori rate (us/s)
Apriori accel (us/s/s)

1.52044109330E+03
-2.7730000E+01
0.0000000E+00

-4.36680449870E-02
-3.68943262839E-06

Resid mbdelay (usec)
Resid sbdelay (usec)
Resid phdelay (usec)
Resid rate (us/s)
Resid phase (deg)

-2.04197E-04
-8.03501E-03
-1.30129E-05
1.05840E-06

-40.3

+/-
+/-
+/-
+/-
+/-

1.1E-05
4.9E-05
1.7E-06
1.0E-07

5.2

RMS Theor. Amplitude 0.875 +/- 0.040 Pcal mode: MANUAL,  MANUAL Pcal period (AP’s) 9999,  9999
ph/seg (deg) 19.4 20.1 Search (128X16) 0.781 Pcal rate: 0.000E+00,  0.000E+00  (us/s) sb window (us)   -0.500    0.500
amp/seg (%) 32.9 35.1 Interp. 0.794 Bits/sample: 2 SampCntNorm: disabled mb window (us)   -0.001    0.001
ph/frq (deg) 11.7 3.7 Inc. seg. avg. 0.869 Sample rate(MSamp/s): 1024 dr window (ns/s)   -0.010    0.010
amp/frq (%) 11.6 6.5 Inc. frq. avg. 0.890 Data rate(Mb/s): 6144 nlags: 1024 t_cohere infinite ion window (TEC)    0.00     0.00

A: az 43.5  el 41.5  pa -73.4 C: az 40.5  el 36.1  pa -72.7 u,v (fr/asec) 46.928  -24.314 iterative interpolator

Control file: hack-139-1256    Input file: /data-sc01/gbc/demo-paper/fy/3407/139-1353/AC..wjlvpw    Output file: /data-sc01/gbc/demo-paper/fy/3407/139-1353/AC.X.1.wjlvpw

Figure 10: This is the fourfit fringe plot for the HH polarization of the May 18th
observation of 0554+580. It is a 0.29 Jy source (X Band).
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Mk4/DiFX fourfit 3.8 rev 777 0550+356.wjlvyz, 139-1422, AC�
S002_Aw - S004_Cg, fgroup X, pol LL

8
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05h54m 9.5293s
+35˚41’31.401"

Fringe quality

SNR
Int time
Amp
Phase
PFD
Delays (us)
SBD
MBD
Fringe rate (Hz)

Ion TEC 
Ref freq (MHz)

AP (sec)

Exp.
Exper #
Yr:day
Start
Stop
FRT
Corr/FF/build

RA & Dec (J2000)

Amp. and Phase vs. time for each freq., 62 segs, 2 APs / seg (0.96 sec / seg.), time ticks 2 sec

U
Validity

L

A C

8080.00 Freq (MHz)
-11.4 Phase
0.5 Ampl.
1047.6 Sbd box
0/123 APs usedU/L
-10000 PC freqsA
-10000 PC freqsC
0:0 PC phaseA:C
-124:0 Manl PCA:C

PC ampA 1000
1000C
XAA00L Chan idsA

XAA00L Chan idsC

9104.00
-30.4
0.4
1047.8
0/123
-4000
-4000
0:0
35:0
1000
1000
XBA00L

Tracks
XBA00L

Tracks

9616.00
-2.3
0.3
1047.9
0/123
-6000
-6000
0:0
-167:0
1000
1000
XBB00L

XBB00L

All
-15.3

0.4
1047.7

Group delay (usec)
Sband delay (usec)
Phase delay (usec)
Delay rate (us/s)
Total phase (deg)

1.47444155196E+03
1.47445332006E+03
1.47444222314E+03
-7.79835041786E-02

209.3

Apriori delay (usec)
Apriori clock (usec)
Apriori clockrate (us/s)
Apriori rate (us/s)
Apriori accel (us/s/s)

1.47444222809E+03
-2.7730000E+01
0.0000000E+00

-7.79847170498E-02
-4.86455884720E-06

Resid mbdelay (usec)
Resid sbdelay (usec)
Resid phdelay (usec)
Resid rate (us/s)
Resid phase (deg)

-6.76131E-04
1.10920E-02

-4.94795E-06
1.21287E-06

-15.3

+/-
+/-
+/-
+/-
+/-

1.7E-05
7.5E-05
2.6E-06
7.6E-08

8.0

RMS Theor. Amplitude 0.397 +/- 0.028 Pcal mode: MANUAL,  MANUAL Pcal period (AP’s) 9999,  9999
ph/seg (deg) 27.5 31.2 Search (256X16) 0.373 Pcal rate: 0.000E+00,  0.000E+00  (us/s) sb window (us)   -0.500    0.500
amp/seg (%) 50.9 54.4 Interp. 0.379 Bits/sample: 2 SampCntNorm: disabled mb window (us)   -0.001    0.001
ph/frq (deg) 11.6 5.6 Inc. seg. avg. 0.398 Sample rate(MSamp/s): 1024 dr window (ns/s)   -0.010    0.010
amp/frq (%) 19.9 9.9 Inc. frq. avg. 0.402 Data rate(Mb/s): 6144 nlags: 1024 t_cohere infinite ion window (TEC)    0.00     0.00

A: az 73.4  el 38.2  pa -60.3 C: az 68.5  el 33.2  pa -62.9 u,v (fr/asec) 54.748  6.689 iterative interpolator

Control file: hack-139-1256    Input file: /data-sc01/gbc/demo-paper/fy/3407/139-1422/AC..wjlvyz    Output file: /data-sc01/gbc/demo-paper/fy/3407/139-1422/AC.X.1.wjlvyz

Figure 11: This is the fourfit fringe plot for the HH polarization of the May 18th
observation of 0550+356. It is a 0.18 Jy source (X Band).
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Mk4/DiFX fourfit 3.8 rev 777 0316+308.wjlwtz, 139-1439, AC�
S002_Aw - S004_Cg, fgroup X, pol LL

9
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Fringe quality

SNR
Int time
Amp
Phase
PFD
Delays (us)
SBD
MBD
Fringe rate (Hz)

Ion TEC 
Ref freq (MHz)

AP (sec)

Exp.
Exper #
Yr:day
Start
Stop
FRT
Corr/FF/build

RA & Dec (J2000)

Amp. and Phase vs. time for each freq., 62 segs, 2 APs / seg (0.96 sec / seg.), time ticks 2 sec

U
Validity

L

A C

8080.00 Freq (MHz)
25.0 Phase
0.2 Ampl.
1066.6 Sbd box
0/123 APs usedU/L
-10000 PC freqsA
-10000 PC freqsC
0:0 PC phaseA:C
-124:0 Manl PCA:C

PC ampA 1000
1000C
XAA00L Chan idsA

XAA00L Chan idsC

9104.00
60.6
0.2
1067.1
0/123
-4000
-4000
0:0
35:0
1000
1000
XBA00L

Tracks
XBA00L

Tracks

9616.00
8.7
0.2
1066.8
0/123
-6000
-6000
0:0
-167:0
1000
1000
XBB00L

XBB00L

All
34.3
0.2

1066.7

Group delay (usec)
Sband delay (usec)
Phase delay (usec)
Delay rate (us/s)
Total phase (deg)

4.25795472334E+02
4.25816333862E+02
4.25795993673E+02
-1.08125763004E-01

63.9

Apriori delay (usec)
Apriori clock (usec)
Apriori clockrate (us/s)
Apriori rate (us/s)
Apriori accel (us/s/s)

4.25795982578E+02
-2.7730000E+01
0.0000000E+00

-1.08124315874E-01
3.51096254669E-07

Resid mbdelay (usec)
Resid sbdelay (usec)
Resid phdelay (usec)
Resid rate (us/s)
Resid phase (deg)

-5.10245E-04
2.03513E-02
1.10943E-05

-1.44713E-06
34.3

+/-
+/-
+/-
+/-
+/-

3.6E-05
1.5E-04
5.3E-06
1.6E-07

16.4

RMS Theor. Amplitude 0.194 +/- 0.028 Pcal mode: MANUAL,  MANUAL Pcal period (AP’s) 9999,  9999
ph/seg (deg) 35.1 64.1 Search (256X16) 0.176 Pcal rate: 0.000E+00,  0.000E+00  (us/s) sb window (us)   -0.500    0.500
amp/seg (%) 145.2 111.9 Interp. 0.180 Bits/sample: 2 SampCntNorm: disabled mb window (us)   -0.001    0.001
ph/frq (deg) 21.1 11.6 Inc. seg. avg. 0.242 Sample rate(MSamp/s): 1024 dr window (ns/s)   -0.010    0.010
amp/frq (%) 18.1 20.3 Inc. frq. avg. 0.202 Data rate(Mb/s): 6144 nlags: 1024 t_cohere infinite ion window (TEC)    0.00     0.00

A: az 111.5  el 66.8  pa -53.0 C: az 98.2  el 63.8  pa -63.7 u,v (fr/asec) 72.096  37.326 iterative interpolator

Control file: hack-139-1256    Input file: /data-sc01/gbc/demo-paper/fy/3407/139-1439/AC..wjlwtz    Output file: /data-sc01/gbc/demo-paper/fy/3407/139-1439/AC.X.1.wjlwtz

Figure 12: This is the fourfit fringe plot for the HH polarization of the May 18th
observation of 0316+308. It is a 0.09 Jy source (X Band).
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The most obvious difference between the two fringe plots is the shape of the cross-
power spectrum, which appears to be more rounded for the VV (labelled RR by fourfit)
polarization than that of the HH (labelled LL by fourfit). This is most likely due to front-
end ciruit characteristis (i.e. filters and fiber transmission), rather than back-end electronics
(i.e. properties of the ADCs). Across the 4 bands, the correlation amplitude appears to be
slightly steeper in VV (than HH). The VV and HH amplitudes a through d were: 58.391,
54.446, 53.161, 46.373 for VV compared with 60.158, 56.111, 55.428, 49.687 for HH. Again,
this is most probably an electronic artifact.

Finally, the parallactic angles were 60.3 (Westford) and 66.3 (GGAO) for 171-1927;
sin(PA) is about 10%, and that is the relative strength of the amplitude of the cross-hand
correlations:

3C84 Scan HH amp(SNR) HV amp(SNR) VH amp(SNR) VV amp(SNR)

--------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------

171-1917 55.74(633.4) 5.09( 57.2) 6.51( 73.5) 51.60(586.3)

171-1919 55.75(633.5) 4.81( 54.3) 6.39( 72.0) 51.39(584.0)

171-1927 55.20(940.9) 4.80( 80.9) 6.40(108.3) 50.67(863.7)

More detailed analysis should await completion and characterization of the broadband elec-
tronics. In any case, we do not have sufficient data here to untangle the gain and D terms
(and we did not intend to be so able).

Finally, contemporaneous SEFD measurements were planned for the June 19th session,
but could not be carried out before the broadband receiver was removed to be replaced with
the normal S-X receiver. Based on the catalog strengths of these sources, we can say that
the correlation amplitudes are in the proper relationships and approximately as expected,
but that a detailed comparison must be a future project.

Summary

In this memo we have present the observational details and some of the immediate correla-
tion results from 3 VLBI sessions with the broadband electronics plus single-channel-flavor
digital backend plus prototype Mark6 recording system. The main purpose here was to
demonstrate that

• A total bandwidth of 4 GHz is possible with current technology

• That such a system can be deployed
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